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The Cory Society’s Norfolk Event 2009

Cory Society Event 2009– a personal
account.
From Jean Hayes with thanks to Margaret
Goffin for quotations from the event
brochure.
Since I am a Devon Cory I thought I
would be a mere onlooker and find
writing this piece fairly simple. However,
I had not bargained on the excellent
organisation and selection of content put
into this event by its organiser, Margaret
Goffin.
Here was a trip, which
showcased many prominent Corys within
a historically important area of our
country. Norwich was the second city to
London in medieval times. It is still
‘capital’ of the East Anglian region.

Jean Hayes

watched the scarlet-coated procession
when Charles II came to the town and
Thomas wrote of the King’s problems
getting his coach through the crowds. At
the later parade on the King’s death, six
men carried Thomas, no doubt somewhat
stout, in a chair.
Gwen
Digby
in the
Mayor’s
Court
Room

Friday 19th June.
Norwich.
We met Gwen Digby, a blue badge
Norwich guide, on the steps of the Forum
at 2.00 p.m. The Forum is a super
modern glass-topped building [1999 –
2001 by Sir Michael Hopkins], set next to
the Art Deco City Hall [1936-8] and the
medieval Guildhall in Norwich’s main
square containing the colourful fixed
market stalls.
Gwen set the scene in the 17th century
with two prominent Corys. 1] “Francis
Cory was a Recorder of Norwich, but was
ejected from the post of Recorder during
the Civil War then reinstated when the
monarchy was restored in the person of
King Charles II. Francis was a Member
of Parliament for Norwich from 1661
until his death in 1678”; 2] “Thomas
Cory was an alderman for the city [163235] and attended the Norwich Court
Mayoralty.”
Both these Royalists
The Cory Society

The Guildhall, a dark flint faced building,
[1407–24], was built after the city was
granted self-governing powers in 1404.
We went into the Mayor’s Court Room.
This Chamber, dating from 1534, was a
magnificent example of dark oak linenfold panelling and carving. Thomas Cory
[the Alderman] was listed as paying the
highest poor rate so we assume he was a
very rich man. He carried out very many
responsibilities, which Gwen described.
There were very many Corys prominent
in Norwich over the years and they had
diverse trades, mainly bakers and
clothiers. Many religious refugees from
the Netherlands area settled here in the
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16th century and became known as the
‘Strangers’. They brought weaving skills
and influenced building styles, still seen in
Dutch gable-ended property and large
weavers’ windows under eaves to give
light for looms.
Gwen packed as much as possible into the
remainder of the afternoon to give us a
flavour of the 1500 listed buildings and
over 30 medieval churches, interwoven
with Cory lives. We heard of radicals and
dissenters in the architecturally rich
Colegate area. “The Reverend John Cory
[1631-98]
veered
towards
NonConformism and was ‘silenced’ and
ejected from his curacy for being an
‘inconformist’ at Walcott in 1662. He was
described as a humble, serious person, but
of weak lungs and a low voice; upon which
account he rarely preached unless upon
extraordinary occasions. He continued his
Non-Conformist work following his
ejection and under the Declaration of
Indulgence, was licensed to preach in
Norwich at the house of Richard Knight in
St. George’s, Colegate. But being well
skilled in the Latin and Greek languages,
he taught at a private school in Norwich
for many years before his death in 1698.
In fact he was prosecuted in the Bishop’s
Court in 1688. In his will he gave his
houses to his brother Joseph to raise
money for poor children belonging to his
Independent Meeting.” We saw the Old
Meeting House [1692] up an alleyway
beyond a wooden gate and the 1754
Octagon nearby. Our walk finished at
Norwich Cathedral.
Bramerton
In the early evening we drove to the village
of Bramerton. This is where Robert Corie
[d 1444, Tree 1A Norfolk] lived in a great
Hall and founded one of the Cory’s main
dynasties. We passed the site of Bramerton
Hall rebuilt by the Blake family who lived
there until recently. We explored the
The Cory Society

ancient church and saw the brass plate to
Robert Cory [NJ/2] who died in 1629 aged
56, leaving a second wife with six sons and
two daughters by his first wife. Our group
also discovered a recent stone in the
churchyard commemorating the recent
cremation of a Cory couple.
We adjourned to the Bramerton Woods
End Public House for our AGM and
supper. We were pleased to welcome living
Norfolk Corys to this jolly evening.
Saturday 20th June
The Record Office
The Archive Centre opened in 2003 and is
home to The Norfolk Record Office and E.
Anglian Film Archive. Records from the
11th Century onwards are preserved and
twelve million documents are held there.
The Record Office has been awarded the
highest rating, 3 stars, by The National
Archives and the collection has been
designated of outstanding international
importance.
We were greeted by Victoria Horth who is
an Education & Outreach Officer. She told
us of the disastrous fire in 1994 at the
former Central Norwich Library building
on the site of the present Forum, where
water from hoses wreaked havoc on the
documents stored below the library.
However, this was the reason why a
completely new and state of the art
repository had to be made as a means of
saving the damaged stock.
As well as being shown the bowels of this
new building and its collection, we went
into the Conservation Studio for a most
interesting talk by chief conservator
Nicholas Sellwood. Nick pointed out all
the advantages of this purpose built
facility, for example, good northern light,
skylights, filtered glass, daylight bulbs, and
various sized moveable worktables. We
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Studying Cory documents, not normally available in the search room at the Norfolk Record Office.

saw an abundance of new and old
machines and technologies for different
tasks.

53

Four people work in the studio. Their job
is to do 1] conservation 2] preservation, 3]
to monitor the controlled environment of
this whole building [22 degrees and
constant humidity 50%, but 16 degrees in
the strong-room] and 4] education. Nick
showed us examples and explained devices
such as the humidity chamber for
parchment. He advised on storage and
handling, explaining how clean fingerprints
damage photographs but not documents.
Those of us with folded ancient documents
were advised to leave them alone and work
from transcriptions.

Settlement certificate: Cory, James, and his
wife Ann, 12 Apr 1790, PD 699/93/1

Finally Victoria let us view some Cory
documents normally only available on
microfilm. These were:

Cory (Coory), Robert, of Bramerton, St
Peter, 1444, NCC, will register, Wylbey,
The Cory Society

Removal order: Cory, James, singleman, 7
Sep 1829, PD 684/81/61

Baptisms, Marriages, Burials, 1561-1694,
PD 250/1

Cory's trust land PD 250/70
Corye (Cory), Robert, of Bramerton, 1629,
NCC, original will, 1629, no. 179
Thomas Corie, Norwich, to Lord
Yarmouth: arrests of Norwich men; most
of them given bail, one has fled to
Tasburgh; the mayor summoned the
justices of the peace but only Mr Bendish
appeared, and the recorder has refused to
come, 22 Jul 1678, BL/Y 2/81
Blickling Hall
Lunch was taken at this National Trust
property, formerly Lord Lothian’s stately
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home, some 16 miles north of Norwich.
After a house tour, a dry interval allowed
us to walk in the formal gardens.

Kettlestone
We then drove about 14 miles further
north-west to the village of Kettlestone.
Inside All Saints Church we viewed the
list of incumbents and saw that Rev.
James Cory held the post from 1766 to
1796 and a second Rev. James Cory [the
son] from 1796 to 1864, some 98 years in
total! In 1907 the family had given a
lychgate to commemorate this long
service. Although this is no longer in use,
we found one half, complete with brass
plaque, propped up at the back of the
church.
We also found several
gravestones in the churchyard behind the
east end of the church.
Margaret’s
excellent tour brochure informed us:
“Rev James Cory, senior, was Moderator
of Cambridge University and Head of
Perse School. James Cory Jnr BA was
one of 8 children all born in the rectory
and he and his wife, Jane Erratt, had 18
children. According to parish records,
the rectory was in need of constant
repair!”
So, when Roger Townson,
fabric officer and husband of the
churchwarden, told us the vicarage was
once again in need of repair, it was no
surprise.
At present the ‘Old Rectory’ [not the
current vicarage] is for sale. However, the
previous tenant had to be evicted as the
property was falling into disrepair. It is
now guarded round the clock by a security
firm. So our party walked up the road to
investigate. Our intrepid Peter Birch
knocked on the door to ask the security
guards if we might see round the property.
The nice security lad explained that it was
impossible to go inside since holes in the
roof made three ceilings collapse and it
was declared unsafe without hard hats, but
The Cory Society

we could walk round the gardens and outbuildings.
The garden was once laid out to provide
produce for a large household but is now
overgrown and reminiscent of Heligan
Gardens before its rescue by Tim Schmit
and others. But the ‘jewel’ was the lovely
barn, which the eccentric tenant had
converted into a cinema or music venue.
Another building, possibly former stables
or animal houses, still stood.
I
recommend all who visited to read page
88 of ‘The English Corys’. Here one will
find an extract from the meticulous
records left by James Cory Jnr in ‘Annals
of Agriculture’. He speaks to future
rectors where he hopes this cherished
property will not be given to “the rapacity
of an unfeeling tenant, but may receive
the same tender usage from you as
experienced by me.” I am glad he did not
see
the
inappropriate
‘modern
conservatory’ or ‘jacuzzi’ or general
neglect.
Sunday 21st June
Great Yarmouth.
This sunny day we drove to the coast.
Margaret’s Event Guide explained the
background:
“The Yarmouth Corys descend from the
Bramerton Corys, a statement proved to
be true by recent DNA testing. They were
in the area from at least the 1700s. John
Cory, born in Acle in 1668, died a little
way down the coast at Caister in 1708.
His grandson Thomas Cory [1721-1761]
was one of the first ‘Runham’ Corys from
whom Robert Cory [1747-1840] of
Yarmouth descended.
Robert Cory
founded a social club at Yarmouth with
some others on 29 Oct. 1769. He was
Registrar of the Admiralty Ct. 1804 and
Mayor of Gt. Yarmouth. A solicitor by
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profession. Records at various times show
he had properties in Gun Row,
Whitesmith’s Row and Anchorsmith’s
Row.
His son Robert [1776-1840] was also
Registrar of Yarmouth Admiralty Court,
Capt. Of Militia 1803, and commanded a
company of riflemen, F.S.A., F.H.S., and
Mayor of Gt. Yarmouth in 1803 and 1815.
He lived at Burgh Castle, near Yarmouth
but died in London. ……
Robert Cory built the first suspension
bridge in Yarmouth in 1829 and
persuaded other businessmen to invest
money in building a toll road between
Acle and Yarmouth.
As reported in
newsletter articles, the bridge collapsed in
1845 and only a blue plaque marks the
spot. The only place that you will find the
Cory name is in the Town Hall on a board
listing all the mayors of the borough.”

housed in a listed Georgian Merchant’s
house at 26 South Quay. We learnt of
Nelson's career, from his Norfolk
childhood through his famous battles to
his tragic, heroic death. Our event finished
with a visit to The Elizabethan House
Museum [National Trust] at number 4
South Quay. Here the ‘Conspiracy Room’
is set out with model people depicting the
owner, John Carter, together with his great
friends Oliver Cromwell and Miles
Corbet, allegedly plotting the death of
Charles 1st, in this room in 1648. Other
rooms are set to represent other eras and
this house ably illustrated for us the
lifestyle enjoyed by the Corys.
At the end of the afternoon we said hurried
farewells and rushed off to our busy lives.
Once again we had enjoyed a splendid
event thanks to The Cory Society and the
hard work of a committee member.

Our day’s programme was set in an area of
very small streets called ‘Rows’, which
were only the width of a small cart, now
called ‘The Heritage Quarter’. The
morning was spent at the Time and Tide
Museum. This was opened in 2004 and is
housed in the former Tower Curing
Works, which cured herring until 1989.
The smells linger in parts of the building!
The museum illustrates the smoking
process and how great wealth was brought
to the town by the ‘silver darlings’. We
discovered in 1934 S Cory was winner of
the D’Arcy Cooper Challenge Cup in the
wooden class of boats. We were also
reminded of a Cory trip to Deal in 2006, as
we looked at models of luggers similar to
those built by the Kent Corys. Lunch,
with kipper pate and home-made cakes,
was taken in the café.

After lunch we visited the Nelson Museum
The Cory Society
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A Fowl Deed

John Cory was a publican who lived in a
rented house on the corner of Brick Lane,
in the parish of St. Luke, Middlesex. The
house, unlike many others in that area, had
its own private backyard, in which John
Cory kept rabbits in a wooden shed, and
next to that, another shed, built of brick,
eight feet high, with wood on top, and this
shed had a door with a padlock for this is
where he kept chickens. The yard was
enclosed by a brick wall and seemed quite
secure, as there was no door or gate to the
back alley.
That was until the night of 27th January
1827, when someone put ladders against
the brick wall of his backyard, climbed
over and made off with all of his livestock.
You would have thought that the disturbed
chickens would have made quite a
commotion but the first that John Cory
knew of it, was when the watchman woke
him up at six o’clock in the morning.
Together, they went through into the
backyard and found all the doors of the
hutches were open and the hen-house door
was wide open, the padlock wrenched off
and discarded on the ground.
A sorry sight met John Cory’s eyes as he
found all that remained of his ten live fowl
that he had so carefully locked away at
seven o’clock the night before, were two
of the fowls' heads lying on the ground.
The watchman picked up three more.
There was a good deal of blood close to
the shed where the fowls were kept. Of the
ten, tame rabbits which he had bred
himself, three of which he had given to his
young son, there was no sign. Footprints in
the snow led to the back wall where John
Cory and the watchman found two ladders
that had been left behind by the burglars.
The Cory Society

Margaret Goffin

But all was not lost, for a burglar had been
caught. The watchman took John Cory to
the watch-house, to look at the burglar’s
swag, now retained as evidence. He
identified four live fowls and three dead
ones, and an old rabbit and seven young
ones, as his. On returning to his yard, the
first thing he saw in going into the rabbit
shed was a small iron crowbar, which he
gave to the constable.
This vivid snapshot of a few hours in the
life of John Cory is drawn from the Old
Bailey records found online (http://
www.oldbaileyonline.org/) We can learn
more of the night’s events from evidence
given by the watchmen.
John Cory’s house was on the beat of
Edward Kendall, who at half-past one in
the morning heard something heavy fall
from Cory’s wall. He saw two men slip
from there to the corner of Cory’s house
and look left and right for the watchman.
The men moved back to the shadow of the
wall. He next saw them carrying
something as they passed under the gaslamp on the corner, and following behind
caught up with one of them. This was the
man in the dock, William Blanchard, who
was caught with a bulging apron, the
contents of which, two dead chickens, he
promptly dropped. Close to his feet was a
sack, dropped by his accomplice as he
made his escape. In the sack were four
chickens, an old rabbit and a young one.
The watchman ‘sprang his rattle’ to call
for assistance and the rabbits shot out of
the sack and started running in all
directions before being apprehended by
the two watchmen who came to assist.

Here, the story almost becomes farcical as
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more watchmen arrived at the scene;
James Farley collared the prisoner;
William Leekey saw six rabbits running
about the street in the snow, but could
only catch two; Thomas Wicks caught
another two.
George Waters, ‘an officer of the night’
met four watchmen returning to the watchhouse and took charge of the evidence.
They all returned to the watch-house with
their prisoner. On arrival at the watchhouse, Waters searched the prisoner, but
found nothing on him but a few halfpence.
George Waters later gave evidence that
there were spots of blood on the prisoner’s
shoes and Thomas Walker, watch-housekeeper, testified that when the prisoner
was brought into the watch-house, he had
an apron on, which was bloody - hardly
surprising if he had been carrying headless
chickens! It was another three hours
before the watchmen ventured out into the
snow again and found another live rabbit
and another dead chicken.
John Cory also gave evidence, identifying
the padlock as his and gave an accurate
description of his fowl.
I particularly liked his phrasing “ I cannot
swear to the heads, but can swear to the
fowls which I have got back - they are a
smaller breed than the generality - I bred
three of them myself, and two of the dead
ones - all the rabbits are alive, but two are
missing - here are the rabbits - I am quite
certain of them - I have a mark on the old
one, and have no doubt of the seven young
ones - I received them all from Waters
after the examination - I have no dog.” I
wonder why the remark about the dog was
necessary, unless it was the reason why he
hadn’t heard the theft occurring?

Brick Lane, he saw a man with the things
on the step at Cory's door, who offered
him a shilling if he would help him take
them down to John's Row. Blanchard
admitted that he was carrying the bag
when the watchman laid hold of him and
said that the man he had been helping had
ran off. One witness was called who gave
Blanchard a good character.
Inevitably, caught as he was, with the
stolen livestock on him, William
Blanchard, aged eighteen years old, was
found guilty of stealing ten live tame
rabbits, price 14s., and nine live tame
fowls, price 18s.. The penalty for this
crime was death, although the prosecutor
strongly recommended
mercy, “in
consequence of his good character, and
believing him to have been distressed at
the time of the offence.”
Was mercy granted, or was the judge
harsh? I do hope that this William
Blanchard did not get the death penalty,
and that he learnt his lesson!
In the 1841 census and still living at Brick
Lane, St Luke’s, we find :
John Cory, 45, Publican;
John Cory, 20, Watch Makers app;
Elizabeth Cory, 5;
Elizabeth Cory, 50;
Ann Farrant, 20, Female Servant;
Bingman Green,40
and Samuel Green, 20, both boilermen,
All of the above were born in Middlesex.

In his defence, the accused, William
Blanchard, stated that as he was going up
The Cory Society
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Poundstock Descendants

Ida Birch

Elizabeth Gethin has sent in these
photographs
taken
after
the
Thanksgiving Service for her sister
Mary Jean Preston (née Cory) who
died in January this year. (Tree E:
Poundstock, see issue no 48)
The top photo is of Elizabeth Gethin
with her 2nd cousins Robert and
Richard Cory (see issue no 39), sons
of Douglas Campbell Cory. Elizabeth
hadn't met them for thirty years!
Richard
lives
in
St
Issey,
Wadebridge, Cornwall and Robert
lives in Braston, Market Harborough,
Leicestershire and Elizabeth in
Cwmbelan, Llanidloes, Powys. They
recognised each other straight away
as the family resemblance is obvious.

Elizabeth Gethin with 2nd cousins Robert and Richard

and with her sisters,
Diana and Julia.

The other photograph is of Elizabeth
with her sisters Diana and Julia.
Elizabeth tells us that their mother
was always called Jean but her name
was really Jennie Doreen.
Elizabeth wondered if our Hon.
Secretary, Jean Hayes, was a cousin
as she recalled that her father Graham
Cory had relatives named Hayes.
True, there are Hayes/Cory marriages
in Wales concerning the siblings of
Raymond Charles Cory (1922 2007), 2nd cousins of Graham Cory.
Raymond's brother David Cory
married Jeana Hayes who became
Jeana Cory. His sister, Jean Cory
Poundstock, Cornwall and Tree K: Pyworthy, Devon.
changed her name to Jean Hayes on
her marriage to Forbes Hayes!
All those in the photographs are great-grandchildren of
James Herbert Cory born in 1857, second son of John Cory
In like manner, our secretary, Jean,
(1822-1891) who founded John Cory & Sons after
the daughter of Herbert Charles Cory
migrating from Padstow to Cardiff in 1872. (James)
of Milton Damerel, Devon became
Herbert Cory became a Baronet in 1919 and died in 1933
Jean Hayes when she married David
on his 76th birthday. Surprising that by 1935, three of his
Hayes in 1963.
four sons had died.

As far as we are aware, there is
neither Cory nor Hayes connection
between these families, viz Tree E:
The Cory Society
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John Paul Cory of Bradwell, Norfolk

Margaret Goffin

about his early years in Great Yarmouth.
His father Sydney Charles Cory (18701934) had managed two tobacconist shops
in the town but on most days was found in
the town’s Conservative Club, keeping
things running smoothly. He was also a
member of a cycling club called the Gt
Yarmouth Wheelers.

John in 2009

When I visited John at his home in
Bradwell, it was to collect a sample of his
DNA; he had agreed to assist the society in
our Cory DNA Project. John is not a
member of our society but as the DNA
from his Great Yarmouth line had not been
tested, I was keen to find a Cory volunteer
from that line to compare against other
Norfolk Corys. John comes from the Great
Yarmouth family descending from Samuel
Barnett Cory of Runham (1796–1876) and
going back, through him, to Robert Cory
who died in Bramerton in 1444. I am
pleased to report that John’s sample of
DNA matches several others from Norfolk
lines, who descend from Swaffham,
Wickmere and Landbeach.
Whilst I was there, John very kindly got out
some of his Cory family paperwork for me
to see. As we looked through his collection
we chatted about his life and John told me
The Cory Society

Great Yarmouth was a busy port and as
such was a prime target for enemy aircraft
so the Grammar school was evacuated to
Retford in Nottinghamshire. John said they
went to Retford during June 1940 and
remained there for about 3 months. He
remembers playing a lot of cricket after he
had taken his School Certificate Exam. Five
of the boys were part of a cricket team, the
remainder of which was made up of
teachers. As young lads do, he got to know
the local girls and when one of his friends
returned home to Yarmouth, he wrote to
John, still in Retford, and told him that one
girl, Mary Bradbury, had a crush on John
and suggested that he might do well to get
in touch with her. John did contact her
again and they went out together a few
times.

Much later John joined the RAF. He was on
leave from Blackpool when his first posting
was called off due to the draft being blown.
Somehow the area of their destination had
been revealed, although as John explained,
being issued with pith helmets and tropical
uniforms was a good indicator that they
were going somewhere hot! John was told
to standby whilst a new draft was prepared.
In preparation for his departure, John made
a list of places he might be sent to, giving
each one a code, so that he could let his
mother know where he was to be sent.
However, when his posting came, it was to
265 Squadron, based in Madagascar, which
he had not even considered and so was not
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on his list!
To avoid enemy action, John’s journey to
Madagascar took the long way round. He
left Liverpool on a troopship that travelled
via the tip of South America, back across
the equator for a second time and up the
east coast of Africa to Sierra Leone, then
down to Durban. He travelled on SS
Rangitiki, formerly a New Zealand meat
transporter of 17,000 tons. John makes
light of the journey, remembering only the
accompanying Naval escort ships hurrying
off when submarines were spotted and the
hoot on the ship’s siren as the ship
changed direction on its zigzagged course.
However, on the BBC People at War
website, a report from one of the soldiers
who was on the SS Rangitiki records how
he had to climb down ladders with his kit
on his back, down to his berth on E deck,
well below the water line, becoming aware
of just how difficult it would be to escape
if they were struck by a torpedo. John said,
“Most of us eschewed the bunks and slept
on the mess tables. We were told that we
were the first to take female service
personnel abroad- they were ATS girls and
you can imagine the stick they had when
we experienced the ‘crossing the equator’
ceremony.”

They docked at Durban and John can still
picture the ‘Lady in White’ singing on the
quayside. It made them all quite homesick.
He now always associates the saying ‘It’s
not over till the fat lady sings’ with her!
She was short and plump. They then
marched down to Congella, just outside
Durban, with kit bags on their shoulders
and a sten gun swinging between their
legs.
John’s sister, Mary, kept his airgraphs (a
type of letter) and despite the black marks
of the censor, these have been marvellous
reminders for him. On the 15th February
1943 he wrote that he was still stuck in
The Cory Society

South Africa, waiting to go on to his final
destination, and of having bags to eat;
milk, nuts and fruit, and later red bananas
and dates, luxuries after rationing in
Britain. Cigarettes were 1/- for 50 but at
home they were 1/3d for 10.
For entertainment, they visited the zoo and
took a rickshaw ride and once came across
a group of women dancing, in a Swahili
Festival, to music accompanied by drums
and a type of cymbal. All seemed very
exotic to a young Norfolk lad. They were
under canvas there for about six weeks
before going up to Mombasa (Port Reitz)
prior to moving to Diego Suarez at the tip
of Madagascar where No 265 Squadron
was based for the next two years.

The squadron was formed at Gibraltar in
August 1918 to perform anti-submarine
patrols, disbanded in 1919, but then
reformed for WW2 on 11th March 1943 at
Mombassa, again in the anti-submarine
role. Its aircraft were Catalinas that
operated from March 1943 to April 1945
from Diego Suarez, in northern
Madagascar. Its main purpose was to
search and depth charge enemy subs but
these often used to escape to the
Mozambique Channel, which was in
neutral Portuguese East Africa.
Diego Suarez was one of the points of
invasion for Allied forces when they
reached Madagascar during 1942. There
were fears that Japan would pressure
Vichy France, to whom it belonged, into
granting use of Madagascar in much the
same way as they had French Indo-China
during the previous year. Consequently an
invasion of the island was launched. The
Battle of Madagascar (Operation Ironclad)
began on 5th May 1942 and did not cease
until 6th November. Diego Suarez was
selected as the initial invasion point due to
its superlative harbour and the fact that it
was the seat of many important officials.
This was also the site of an attack by
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practice in” and set off for what they
thought would be a short walk. It was
nearly dark when they suddenly came
upon a native village, and it seemed such a
deadly and foreboding sort of place which
also just happened to be out of bounds, so
they left again immediately.
Life picked up a bit by October 1943,
when a NAAFI opened up in town and the
lads were able to enjoy the luxury of a
meal from a china plate, cup and saucer,
served by dusky, alluring French girls.
Generally life off-duty was quite boring,
and John told his sister that he read a
magazine all the way through and then
went back and read the adverts.

John at Diego Suarez

Japanese midget submarines on the British
fleet.
John was part of the ground crew at Diego
Suarez and described it as “The last place
God made and forgot to finish it. There
wasn’t much apart from the flora and
fauna and the black mamba snakes.” In the
squadron, a father and his son, used to deal
with the snakes that appeared; John said,
“They did a nice line in snakeskin belts!”
In 1943, one of John’s pals had two bouts
of malaria; the squadron was issued with
gaiters for use at sundown as an additional
precaution.
John complained that there wasn’t much to
do and even though the local town was a
horrible place, he with two friends decided
to go to town “to get some table tennis
The Cory Society

Two days after Christmas in 1943, their
“Glory Bags” turned up from the Uganda
Red Cross; a writing pad and envelopes,
shaving soap, tooth brush, tobacco pouch,
handkerchief, pencil and a Penguin book.
Early in January, John’s Christmas
presents arrived from his girl friend Mary.
He was very pleased to receive a black
leather wallet, a diary and most
appreciated, her photograph. His sister’s
parcel didn’t arrive until eight weeks after
Christmas!
The January heavy rains resulted in thick
mud bringing more mosquitoes and the
threat of malaria again. John was lucky not
to get it and only got Dengue fever
instead! In March, after a lot of hard work
and an exam sat in January, he was
promoted to Leading Aircraftsman and
during the next month “became terribly
busy”. John’s twenty-first birthday on 28th
March 1944 went by without hardly a
mention! In June, he sent a ring home to
Mary, and after only ten days heard that it
had been received safely, and she was
quite pleased with it, despite the fact that it
was a trifle small!
During the summer months the squadron
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arranged cricket matches, football and
table tennis matches which John took part
in despite a leg injury. Occasionally they
were sent to Joffreville for weekend rests
but life in the billet had its odd moments.
Rats troubled them and John decided to
set a trap. He scrounged an onion from
the cookhouse and setting the trap very
fine went off to bed only to be awoken by
a ‘helluver din’ as the rat, caught by its
tail, tugged the trap round the billet!
Sometimes the water engine broke down
and on one occasion as John was about to
throw out the water after finishing
washing himself in two mugsful of water,
one of the lads yelled “No don’t –that’ll
do for my feet!” And it did!
News of the successes on various fronts
aroused great excitement in the squadron,
with thoughts of the chance to return
home. John managed to get to town to see
a ‘pretty poor’ ENSA show, which was
followed by a very good half-hour
entertainment by Phyllis Robbins,
accompanied on the piano by Carmelita
Lawless. The act came to the camp the
next night but the sound, in the open-air
theatre, was carried away on the wind.
Christmas 1942 had been spent travelling
on a boat to the mainland and Christmas
1943 on land. Christmas 1944 was spent
in the air, catching a lift on a Catalina
from near Nairobi in the early hours and
back to Diego Suarez by the afternoon but
what made it memorable was the promise
of a spot of leave and a UK posting. He
immediately got in touch with his sister,
Mary Joan Cory (known as Joan) who had
joined the WAAF one year before John
joined up. She was based at RAF Records
in Stroud in Gloucestershire. He asked her
to see if she could get him a posting near
his girlfriend and she managed to get John
posted to Ossington, near Newark. John’s
last airgraph to his sister was dated 11th
February 1945, when he wrote, “It
wouldn’t be long now [until leave came
The Cory Society

through] although it would be after 2nd
March.” Joan had fixed some leave for
herself for that date, and had hoped they
would be home together.
The squadron was disbanded on 30th April
1945 and John returned home on the SS
Carnarvon Castle through the Red Sea
and into the Mediterranean. He spent VE
Day going through the Suez Canal,
celebrating the event with tinned fruit and
evaporated milk. He returned home to Gt
Yarmouth in May to find his sister and
Mary Bradbury waiting for him. John was
finally demobbed at the end of October
1945 with £64 demob money, which he
spent quite quickly, travelling to see Mary
and buying her Balkans Sobrani. Finally,
they decided to end the relationship, the
distance between them now that he was
home, becoming a problem.
John told me that although he was entitled
to medals for his service overseas, he
didn’t claim them until recently. He felt
that what he did, in comparison to the war
service of many others, could in no way
equal what they went through, but in the
end, he sent for the medals for his
grandchildren’s sake.
I was very pleased to hear from John that,
encouraged by my interest, he is looking
through his photographs and rereading his
letters, and has just begun writing about
his wartime experiences. I look forward to
reading it when he has finished!
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AMENDMENT
I must apologise for an error in the last
issue which unfortunately was not
spotted until after the copy was at the
printers. In the article “A Civil War
Soldier” (page 7, note 2) I wrote that
‘Sir Christopher Hatton built Hatton
House, a magnificent building, and took
over most of the Ely lands and gardens.
He was for a time a favourite of
Elizabeth I and the grandson of Sir
Christopher Wren.’.
My thanks to Mark Hassall for pointing
out that Sir Christopher Hatton was the
grandfather of Sir Christopher Wren!

VETERANS BADGES

These are being given out (free of
charge) by the Government to those
still living who were in the Forces in
WW2 and afterwards (to the present
day).
Further details can be obtained on the
Veterans
UK
website,
http://
www.veterans-uk.info/vets_badge/
vets_badge.htm or apply by post to:
Service Personnel & Veterans Agency,
Norcross,
Thornton-Cleveleys,
Lancashire, FY5 3WP
Or Email
lapelbadge.teambadge@spva.gsi.gov.uk

The Cory Society
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS
BIRTHS

NEW MEMBERS:

We are pleased to welcome,
John Cory of Upper Mt, Gravatt,
Brisbane, Queensland 4122, Australia. John
is descended from Moses Cory & Mary
Kerrison who married at Burlingham St
Andrew, Norfolk on 23 Feb 1790. Moses
and his descendants were discovered after
the publication of The Norfolk Corys but
are listed in our database.

Chloe Rachel Goffin born on 16th May
2009, daughter of Michael and Stacey
Goffin, a sister for Matthew and the fifth
grandchild of Margaret and Kingsley
Goffin. Chloe and family are at present
living with their grandparents until the
purchase of their new home is completed!
Norfolk Corys Table A29.

Mrs Kay Terry, Ormesby St. Margaret,
Great Yarmouth , Norfolk. Her paternal gt
grandparents were Richard Cory (born
1838 Harpole) & his 2nd wife, Emma
Walker (born 1853 Swinton, S Yorks)
Harpole Tree.
Mrs Rosemary Jane Orange, Hascombe,
Godalming, Surrey. Rosemary is the
second daughter of the late Raymond Cory
INSERTS:
Minutes of the AGM
Membership Directory

Zane
Alexander
Cory
Kitson,
on 6th May
2009,
third
son
for
Emmaline and Graham and brother to
Bradley (8) and Lucas (5). Emmaline
delivered Zane in a birthpool at home in
Harpole, they had just moved back into
their home after extensive building works
which took about 8 months. Zane is the
grandson of Colin and Marilyn Cory,
Harpole,
Northamptonshire.
Tree

Copyright of
of this
this publication
Copyright
publicationremains
remains
with contributors and the editor, and
with
contributors
and the editor, and
should not be reproduced without
should
not be reproduced without
consulting first, this includes pictures .
consulting first, this includes pictures.

Northamptonshire C1:HT/2
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

General enquiries e-mail: cory@one-name.org

Officers: -

Chairman

Mark Hassall,

Hon. Secretary
and Contact for Links & Publicity

Jean Hayes,

Treasurer

Paul Holloway,

Ex Officio Archivist
and Devon/Cornwall/S.Wales Co-ordinator

Ida Birch,

Editor, Webmaster, DNA Co-ordinator
and Deputy Norfolk Co-ordinator

Margaret Goffin,

Others:-

Rosemary Holloway,

Honorary Founder Archivist

Michael R. Cory,

Kent Co-ordinator and Publications

William Cory,

Northants Co-ordinator

Marilyn Cory,

Australian Co-ordinator

Pam Cory,

Membership Secretary

Rosemary Gitsham.

The Cory Society does not agree necessarily with the statements and opinions in this publication

